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Afnca Odyssey, 
IN Cry, the Belove4 Countrll, 

Alan Paton' tells a tragic hu
man story in a setting of some 
of the worst social problems of 
modern times. 

The human story involves such 
perennial themes as the bond be
tween father and son; the be
trayal of trust; guilt, murder
and enduring goodness. The so
cial conflicts are those which 
arise from the ,oppression of ra~ ' 
cial minorities, from mass im
poverishment and from ideologi
cal anarchy. 

The "beloved country" is 
South Africa. For the Ameri
can reader the distant setting / 
gives the story a rare quali~)' of 
simplicity and clarity. The 
cloak of the familiar is removed, 
and we give our attention to the 
essentials of the human prob-
lem. . 

Rev. Stephen Kumalo is a 
~mple native pastor in the prov
ince of Natal. His journey to 
,Johannesburg. in search ' of a 
delinquent son is his education. 

He visits Shantytown,' a 
native quarter of flimsy shacks, 
infested by thieves. He visits a . 
reformatory for native boys, 
just after his son has been re
leased. 

Alan Paton 

of Johannesburg-the reader is re": 
minded of the initiative displayed 
by the Okies ' at the end of The 
Grapes of Wrath . 

He meets a long-lost brother, to 
learn that he has become a profes
sional agitator. And he meets a 
great many persons, both native 
and white, who are striving to 
solve the social problems through . 
unclerstanding, brotherhood and 
compassion. 
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and John Steinbeck have made ' 
us faJ7lHiar. The author's poetic 
approach ~ his material is even 
more authentically revealed , in 
the wonderfully intimate grasp of 
character, in the subtle rhythms 
of dialogue Paton, uses to render . 
the flavor of the Zulu tongue, and 
in the magnificent imaginative 
atmosphere. ' 

At the end of the novel, in what 
;tppears to be a kind of symbolic. 
Solution to the South African 
'problem, natives and whites band 
together , to reclaim an eroded ' 
valley. They set up a kind of 
TVA project aimed at restoring 
fertility to ~he soil al1d moral 
,spundness to the people. 

Despite the optimistic conclu
sion, however, there is~no over
simplifying of the South African 
problem in this novel; there is no 

' sentimentalizing. The reader is 
left with a se~se of the dark fate 

' that overhangs the country, I 
rather than with any facile ~p; 

' timism. ~...,.- i 
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